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Abstract 
Koekoek and Koekoek (1991) proved that the Laguerre type polynomials {L, ~'N(x)}.~=0, which are orthogonal on 
[0, oo) with respect o the measure da  N defined on [0, ~)  by 
da~,n(x ) = (x~eX/F(ot + 1) + N6(x))dx, 
satisfy a differential equation 
L2= + 4, s [Y] Ix] = 2, y(x) 
of order 2at + 4 when ct is a nonnegative integer. In this paper, we announce that the differential expression L2~ + 4. N [ ' ]  is 
symmetrizable on (0, ~)  with symmetry factor x~e -x and explicitly give this formally symmetric expression 
x=e-XL2=+4,N[y]. 
Keywords: Laguerre type polynomials; Formally symmetric differential expressions; Symmetrizable differential expres- 
sions; Symmetry equations; Symmetry factors 
1. Introduction 
For fixed ~ > - 1, the classical Laguerre polynomials L~,(x) (n = 0 1,... ) satisfy the second- 
order differential equation 
L~[y] (x ) :=  - xy"  + (x  - 1 - -  ~)y '  - ny  = 0. (1.1) 
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It is well known (see [16]) that they form a complete orthogonal system in the Hilbert space 
L2((0, oo ); x'e -x) of Lebesgue measurable functions f :  (0, oo) ~ C satisfying 
fo *l f (x)12x~e-~dx < ~.  
Eq. (1.1) is also of considerable interest from a spectral theory point of view. Indeed, the differential 
expression 
x~e-XL, [y](x) = - (x ~+ 1 e-~y,(x)), 
is formally (Lagrangian) symmetric; consequently the well-known Glazman-Krein-Naimark 
theory [13] describes all self-adjoint extensions of this expression i  L 2 ((0, ~ ); x'e-X). Details of 
this right-definite theory (see [4, p. 35] for the definition) can be found in the work of Otieno (see 
[14, 15]). The complete left-definite (see [4, p. 35]) analysis can be found as well in the contributions 
[14, 15]. 
In 1940, Krall [8] discovered the fourth-order differential equation 
x2y  (4) "}- ( - -  2x z + 4x)y (3) + (x 2 - -  (2A + 6)x)y" + ((2A + 2)x - 2A)y' = n(n + 2A + 1)y, 
(1.2) 
which has orthogonal polynomial solutions; here A is a fixed positive constant. The orthogonal 
polynomial solutions of (1.2), named the Laguerre type polynomials in [7], form a complete 
orthogonal set in the Hilbert space L2([0, ~ );d#(x)), where # is the measure given by 
here 6(x) denotes the Dirac delta distribution. Notice that as A ~ oo, the Laguerre type poly- 
nomials tend to the (simple) Laguerre polynomials {L°(x)}~°=o. A complete right-definite and 
left-definite spectral analysis of this expression can be found in [2, 3]. We remark that there are no 
other differential equations of the fourth order having orthogonal polynomial solutions which 
generalize the classical Laguerre polynomials. 
In [9], Littlejohn found the differential equation of sixth order having polynomial solutions 
which are orthogonal on [0, ~)  with respect to the measure a defined by do-(x)= 
(xe -x + (1/A)f(x))dx. In a subsequent paper [10], Littlejohn and Krall discovered the eighth- 
order differential equation having polynomial eigenfunctions which form an orthogonal set on 
[0, m ) with respect o the measure z given through the formula dr(x) = (x2e -x + (1/A)fi(x))dx. 
These polynomials have become to be known as, respectively, the sixth-order Laguerre type and 
the eighth-order Laguerre type polynomials. 
A pattern can easily be seen from these three higher-order xamples. Indeed, it seems that the 
polynomials orthogonal with respect o the positive Borel measure/~ given through 
d#~,A(X) = (x~e -:' + (1/A)fi(x))dx (1.3) 
will satisfy a differential equation of order 2~ + 4 when ~ is chosen to be a nonnegative integer. 
Furthermore, if ~ > - 1 is nonintegral, it does not appear that there is a finite-order differential 
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equation having the corresponding orthogonal polynomials as eigenfunctions. But why should this 
be the case? Afterall, when ~ is an arbitrary real number greater than - 1, the classical Laguerre 
polynomials atisfy the second-order differential equation (1.1). Why should the lone addition of 
a point mass distribution at x = 0 dictate that the order of the differential equation be a function of 
the integral parameter ~? There is still much discussion over this question today. Perhaps an 
answer lies in a Lie group approach to the study of the Laguerre type polynomials; the reader is 
referred to the recent and important paper [17J of Turbinger where the problem of classifying all 
ordinary differential equations having orthogonal polynomial eigenfunctions has been considered 
through the theory of Lie groups. 
In a remarkable paper in 1991, Koekoek and Koekoek [5] showed that polynomials orthogonal 
with respect o the measure in (1.3) do indeed satisfy a differential equation of order 2~ + 4 when 
is a nonnegative integer and a differential equation of infinite order when ~ > - 1 is nonintegral. 
Moreover, they explicitly produce these differential equations. We shall display these equations, 
which we call the Laguerre type differential equations of order 2~ + 4 and of order infinity, in 
Section 2. Furthermore, the corresponding orthogonal polynomials in each of the cases 
= 0, 1, 2, ..., will be called Laguerre type polynomials. 
In order to study the right- and left-definite spectral theory, which seeks certain self-adjoint 
differential operators in two quite different Hilbert spaces, associated with the Laguerre type 
equation of order 2~ + 4 (~ = 0, 1,... ), it is first necessary to put the equation into (Lagrangian) 
symmetric form. Of course, a priori, it is not clear if this equation is symmetrizable. In Section 3, we 
state and discuss the main result of this paper: namely that the Laguerre type equation of order 
2~ + 4 is symmetrizable when multiplied by the function 
w~(x):= x'e -x. (1.4) 
A complete proof of this will appear in a forthcoming paper [12]. It is still unclear whether the 
Laguerre type differential equation of infinite order can be made Lagrangian symmetric. Detailed 
descriptions of these and other results can be found in [18]. In particular, Wellman [18] studies 
both the right- and left-definite spectral theory for each of the finite-order Laguerre type differential 
equations. 
2. The Koekoeks' Laguerre type differential equation 
In order for our notation to be consistent with the notation in [5], we replace the parameter A in 
(1.3) by 1/(N'F(a + 1)) where we now take N to be a fixed, nonnegative constant. In this case we see 
that the Laguerre type polynomials are orthogonal in L 2 ([0, ~); da~, ~ (x)) where the measure a~, N 
is defined by 
xC~e_ x ) 
= ])  + N6(x) dx. (2.1) 
Koornwinder [6] studied these polynomials and labelled them as {L,~'N(x)}~=o; in this way, the 
classical Laguerre polynomials are given by ~, o {L, (x)},=o. When we do this we see that Eq. (1.2) 
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can be written as 
N(½x2y ~4) - (x  2 - 2x )y  (3) - (½x 2 + 3x)y" + xy' - ½n(n + 1)y) - xy" -- (1 -- x)y' - ny = O. 
Notice that the last three terms of this fourth-order differential equation constitute the classical 
Laguerre differential equation (1.1) with ~ = 0. In a similar way, the Koekoeks rewrite the sixth- 
and eighth-order differential equations that are mentioned above in Section 1. Hence, it is 
reasonable to assume that, for integer values of ~, the Laguerre type differential equation of order 
2~ + 4 has the form 
2~+4 
N ~ a~)(x)y(k)(x) -- xy"(X) -- (1 + ~ -- x)y'(x)  -- ny(x) = 0, (2.2) 
k=0 
where a~k')(X) is a polynomial of degree <~ k. In [5], they prove this result and explicitly determine 
each a~, "). More specifically, they establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Koekoek and Koekoek [5]). Suppose ~ > - 1. Then the Laguerre type polynomials, 
orthogonal on [0, ~ ) with respect o the measure a,,N defined in (2.1), are solutions of the infinite 
order differential equation 




a~0,)(x) = _ (n+~+l )n_ l  
and 
(J atk~)(X) 1 min{k,~ + 2} -'1- 1 =_ ( -  1)i +k _ j  k!~ = max/1,~k _ ~ _ 2} " 1 k (~ + 3)k-jXJ (k = 1, 2,... ); (2.4) 
here, (a),, is the Appell symbol defined by (a)r, = a(a + 1) ..-(a + m - 1). Moreover, if ~ is a non- 
negative integer, then atk') (X) -- O for k > 2~t + 4. In this case, we write the Koekoeks' equation (2.3) as 
2~+4 
L2~+4, N[y](x) '= N Z atk~)(x)Y (k)(x) -- xy"(X) -- (1 + ~ -- x)y'(x)  -- ny(x) = 0. (2.5) 
k=0 
3. The symmetric form of the Laguerre type equations 
In general, it is quite difficult in practice to explicitly determine the symmetric form of a higher- 
order symmetrizable differential expression. We shall state a general theorem below (Theorem 2) 
that discusses this problem. 
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Suppose L [ . ]  is the differential expression on an open interval 1 of the real line given by 
271 
LEy](x) = ~ " (k) x I), (3.1) ak(x)y ( ) (Xe 
k=O 
where we shall assume that each ak:I ~ ~ is k-times continuously differentiable on I and 
az?1(x) -¢ 0 for all x ~ I. This expression is formally symmetric f L = L*, where L* is the Lagrange 
adjoint defined by 
271 
L*Ey] (x )  = 
k=O 
( -- 1) k (ak(x)y(x)) (k). 
We say that a function f :  I ~ [2 is a symmetry factor for L [ ' ]  if the differential expression f. L is 
formally symmetric. 
Theorem 2. Let L[ ']  be the differentiable expression defined in (3.1). 
(a) Then f (x) is a symmetry factor for L ['] if and only ill(x) simultaneously satisfies the following 




( _  1)j( j -- k--k 1) (aj(x)f(x))(j-2k-l) =0 (k = 0, 1 .... ,n - 1). 
Moreover, in this case, we see that f(x) is necessarily given by 
y(x)=Kexp(Jf'a._,(t)/a.(t)dO/a.(x) 
where K is an arbitrary nonzero real number. In other words, f (x) is essentially unique. 
(b) I f  f(x) is a symmetry factor for L[ ' ]  then 
f(x)LEy](x) = L ( -  1)k(bk(X)y(k)( x )(k)' 
k=O 
where 
n-k  (2j)  
bk(X) = ( -- 1)kf(x)azk(x) q- Z ~k,j(f(x)a2k+2j(X)) (k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n), 
j= l  
where, for each j = 1, 2,..., n - k, 
= y. ( -  i) 
u=o \k -1  } \2k+2u+l}  j -u  
and {B2j-2u} are the Bernoulli numbers defined through the recurrence relation 
= 2k+l  Bzk+2 (n=O, 1,...). 
k=0 
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The proof of part (a) of this theorem appears in [11]; the proof of (b), which follows from (a), will 
appear in [12]. 
With the coefficients of L2,+4,N['] as defined in (2.4), part (a) of the above theorem says that 
f (x)  = w,(x) is necessarily a symmetry factor for L2a+4,N[ ' ] ,  where w,(x) is defined in (1.4). Of 
course, we must check to see if this w,(x) satisfies the remaining ~ + 1 symmetry equations given in 
part (a) of Theorem 2. Then Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) may be used to calculate the coefficients bk.,,N(X) 
(k = 0, 1,..., ~ + 2) satisfying 
~+2 
Wc~(x)L2a+4, N[Y](X) = E ( - -  1)k(bk,~,N(x)ytk)(x)) (k)"
k=0 
(3.5) 
However, this is a very tedious process and we are unable, at this time, to prove symmetry or to 
produce the explicit form of each of the coefficients bk,,,N using Theorem 2. The combinatorial 
problems arising from these calculations are extremely difficult to solve. Instead, it is easier in this 
case to directly check that w~(x). L2,+4,N [ ']  is formally symmetric by using Green's formula (see 
[1, pp. 1285-1287]) on the space of polynomials p: [0, oo ) ---, C satisfying p(0) = 0; see [12, 18] for 
the details. Moreover, once this is established, the following theorem can be demonstrated; again 
the reader is referred to [12, 18] for the details. 
Theorem 3. The coefficients bk,~,lV(X), 9iven in (3.5), are 9iven explicitly by 
n - 1 - n xae -x, 
~t+k 
bk, ,N(X ) = 
r=2k-2  
(~ + 1)!N 
(k -  1)!k!(r - 2k + 2)! 
+ fik, lfi~+ X,r) xre -x  (k = 1,2 . . . . .  ~ + 2), 
where fir.z is the Kronecker delta function defined by 
10 f l y=z ,  
fir'z= if y ~ z. 
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